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Abstracts There is found a two-object category M such 
that, supposing the set axiom (M)9 the equivalence of M 
with a full subcategory of a complete and well-powered cate­
gory A make any concrete category to be equivalent with a 
full subcategory of A . 
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The main result of this paper is quoted (in a weakened 
form) in the abstract. A certain result of this type follows 
from the Isbell's paper [8]. From the following description 
of the proof of our result it will be seen what kind of Is-
bell s result is meant. Before stating it, we remind that no 
set of one-object categories can replace a two-object catego­
ry M (see 3.3) and that under non (M) there is no small 
category with the testing property of M (see L133, 4.7). Our 
proof goes out from the deep theorem of Hedrlfn and Kucera 
asserting that supposing (M) any concrete category is fully 
embeddable into a binding category (see tl3). We recall that 
this theorem is a consequence of the Ku5era's result that any 
concrete category can be fully embedded into the category 
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S(P~) and the fact that under (M) S(P") can be fully embed-
ded into a binding category proved by Hedrl.Cn and Paltr in [33* 
Partner9 we recall that (M) denotes that there Is a cardinal 
p such that any altrafliter closed under intersections of p 
elements is trivial and that It is equivalent with the fact 
that the fall subcategory of the category Ens of sets deter-
mined by a set p (of cardinality p ) is cod ens e In Ens 
(see [53). 
Parther, in 5 1 we shall prove a theorem on a "preserva-
tion" of oodensity by left adjoints, which makes it possible 
to show that the category of all algebras with two unary ope-
rations, which Is binding by [2], has (as any equational class 
of unary algebras with equations involving only one variable) 
a two-object dense and codense subcategory. Isbell has proved 
in [8} that this category (as any equational class of unary al-
gebras) has a small dense and codense (adequate in his termino-
logy) subcategory. The mentioned theorem of § 1 yields farther 
contribation to the Isbell's discussion on small codense sab-
categories of equational classes of algebras; namely that the 
existence of a small codense subcategory In an equational class 
of algebras with a set of operations implies (M). It guarantees 
the existence of small codense or dense subcategories in anot-
her concrete categories, too. Particularly, under (M) It yields 
a small codense subcategory of the category of topological spa-
ces and of S(P") • It gives another proof of the mentioned 
theorem of Hedrlfn and Paltr concerning the fall embeddability 
of S(P~) into a category of algebras* 
Pinally, it suffices to use the result of [133 asserting 
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that a full and faithful functor from a dense and codense full 
subcategory of C Into a complete and well-powered category 
A can be eztended to the whole C (remaining full and faith-
ful). Again, Isbell has proved such a theorem In 8 for the 
case of A being complete, cooomplete, closed tinder (large) 
intersections of eztremal monomorphism and (large) cointersec-
tions of eztremal epimorphisms. As well, $ 2 contains a dis-
cussion of these two techniques of eztensions of full and 
faithful functors* 
Concerning concepts and results of the category theory see 
[101 and [4]. By limits, colimits, completeness and c©comple-
teness we shall understand small ones* 
§ 1* Density. It Is better to define a left U-generating 
family of objects Instead of a left U-generating subcategory 
(see [131, 1*3)* 
1.1. Propositions Let C be a complete category, X a 
cogen era ting set of objects of C and Us C — > A a functor 
which preserves limits and reflects isomorphisms* Then X right 
U-generates C . 
Proof. Let fs Uc —*> Uc# be a morphism of A such that 
for any ze X and any hs c'—•* z there eiists a morphism h' 
such that U(h ) - U(h)f • Let D be an inclusion functor of 
a subcategory of C consisting of all hs e'—> z and corres-
ponding h'x o — > z for any z £ X)* Let d be a limit of 
D with projections p-̂ s d—*• c and p2~ d-—*• c'. Since 
4hs c'—> z/z e X } Is a mono-source (ft concept of a mono-
source (epi-sink) Is taken from [4J; in [13J this thing was 
called a jointly mono (epl) family), p^ have to be mono* 
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There is a motfphism g: Uo — > Ud such that U(p1)g • 1^ 
and U(p2)g * t because l-jc: Uc —»- Uo and f: Uo — > Uc' 
determine a cone to the functor UD and U preserves limits* 
Hence U(p-j) is an isomorphism and so is p-̂  for U ref-
lects isomorphisms. Put f' » P2P1 • ** aolds U(f') « 
» U(p2)U(plr
1 « U(p2)g • f . 
This proposition is a reformulation of Theorem 35*1 of 
[43. Analogously* 35*9 can be modified to 
1.2. Proposition: Let C be a complete and well-powe-
red category, X an extremally cogenerating set of objects 
of C and U be a functor which preserves mono-sources* 
Then X right U-generates C • 
Notice that we do not need products in the proof of 1*1 
(and likewise in 1.2). 
--•3* Theorem: Let U: C — > A be a faithful functor 
having a left adjoint F f K : B — * • A a dense functor and 
K* D — » c a functor such that PKQ « KJ for a functor J: 
: B — » D • Then K is dense if and only if the family K(D) 
left U-generates C • 
Proof: Denote by 9 « ĉ  : C(Pa-c)— > A(afUc) the 
adjunction isomorphism. Let K(D) left U-generate C and 
X : C(K- fo)—** C(K-fe') be a natural transformation^ We 
get a natural transformation 
A(KQ-fUc)--£•* C(FK0-.e) « C(KJ-fc)-^L* C(KJ-fo') • 
m C(PK 0- tc')J^ A(K0-fUo') . 
Since KQ is dense f there is a unique morphism f: Uo—-*> 
Uc ' of A such that A(K0-ff) • cp X. tf • Take mor-
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phisms hs Kd—» e and gt K b — > UKd . We have fU(h)g « 
. 9 <e yW(U(h)g) > 9 t ( b ^ ( g ) ) - 9>(r(h) »'<«» -
« U(t*(h))g . Henoe fU(h) « U(-r (h)) for KQ is dense. Sin-
ce K(D) U-generates C f there Is an f': e — » o' with 
U(f') - f . It holds C(K-ff) » <c because U(f'h) - U(*. (h)) 
and U is faithful. If t - C(K-ft) for a morphiam t f then 
A(K0-fU(f')) - A(K0-fU(t)) and f ' » t for f is unique and 
U faithful. Therefore K is dense. 
Let K be dense. Then {U(h) / hs FKQb — * c f b € B $ 
is an epi-sink for any c € C because -fg?(h) / hs PK Qb—* cf 
b e B ? is and 99(h) * U(h)^ K . f where % is the unit of 
o 
the adjunction. By 1.8 of £133 KU>) left U-generates C . 
Remark s It suffices to assume that functors A(KQb9U-) 
are representable for any b c B . 
Another result of this kind is Proposition 2.4 of [13J. 
A consequence of Theorem 1.3 is the well-known Isbell s result 
that a free algebra on n generators determines a dense sub-
category of an equational class of algebras with operations at 
most n-ary. It also recovers that complete graphs (without 
loops) 1 and 2 having one and two vertices determine a 
dense subcategory of the category G of graphs. Here 1 Is 
a free graph on a one-element set (a dense subcategory in Ens) 
and 2 left U-generates G ( U is a usual forgetful func-
tor). Similarlyf (lf#) and (nf-iidn)) form a dense subcate-
gory in the category S(Ens(nf-)) (concerning the definition 
of categories S(P) see tl4]). Dually, we can treat catego-
ries S(Ens(-fn)) . The important case of n • 2 is given in 
the first of the following examples. 
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I*4* E5a2£l!&: Suppose that (M) hold. 
a) Let S(P~) be a category objects of which are pairs 
(a, <£t) t where a is a set and Ut a system of subsets of a , 
and mopphisms ft ( a , W ) — • (bt&) correspond with maps f: 
t a — • b suoh that f x 6 ^t for any :c # *& . The f or-
getful functor Ut S(P")—+• Ens has a right adjoint R , 
where Ra - (a,«O. The object (2t i«UH ) , where 2 * 40tl* t 
right U-genepatee S(P"). Therefore the dual of 1*3 implies 
that the fall subcategory of S(P") determined by (ptsO and 
(2, {{1!} ) is codense in S(P~) . Here p is a set of car-
dinality p from (M) . 
b) Similarly, (pt44»pl) and (2t -Wt41*t2} ) determine a 
codense subcategory of the category of topological spaces. 
e) Let ii be a closure operation on a three-point set 3 -
- i0,l,2} such that at - 4> , u-fOi » -10,1$ and ux « 3 ot-
herwise* Then (3,a) right U-generates the category of clo-
sure spaces (in the sense of the Oeoh's book (Topological spa-
ces, Prague 1966)) and it determines, together with (p,i/,p}) 
a codense subcategory of this category. 
Since any category with a small dense subcategory is iso-
morphic to a full category of algebras and the dual of a fall 
category of algebras is a fall category of algebras under (M) 
(see [6J)t all categories listed in the preceding examples are 
fully embeddable into a category of algebras under (M)t which 
is proved by Hedrlfa and Pultr in C3]. 
Another application of Theorem 1.3 , which is crucial for 
our purpose, is on categories of unary algebras. As it is quo-
ted in the introductiont Isbell has proved in t8l that, under 
(M) , any equational class of unary algebras has a small co-
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dense subcategory. Namely, he has showed that the fall subca-
tegory of all algebras of at moat pq element© io oodense, 
where q is a cardinality of a free algebra on one generator. 
We shall show that any equational olass C of unary algebras 
with equations involving only one variable has a one-object co-
dense subcategory., namely, a eofree algebra on p generators* 
The existence of such an algebra, i.e. the existence of a right 
adjoint to a forgetful functor can be established in the follo-
wing way. Any such C can be Tiewed as a category of funotors 
S —1» Ens , where S is a monoid of all unary operations of C 
considered as a one-object category* A usual forgetful functor 
Us EnaS • C — * Ens • Ens1 equals to En©* , where Ks 1—•> S 
is a unique functor of a one-morphism category 1 into S • 
Then a left (right) Kan extension along K yields a left 
(right) adjoint to U . This right adjoint assigns to each set 
x a unary algebra (x t i r B 3 M g ) , where x io a product of 
S copies of z with projection© pa and rB is a unique map 
x3 — » . jr such that P^*B » P-$8 *o* «ay t 6 S • Bow, froa 
the dual of 1*3 and from 1.1 we obtain the following result. 
--•5* Corollary; Let (X) hold, C be an equational olass 
of unary algebras with equations involving only one variable 
and F or R a left or right adjoint reap, to the forgetful 
functor Us C — * Ens • Then the full subcategory M of C 
determined by f(l) and R(p) is dense and codense in C • 
3-*&* Corollary: Let n be a cardinal and C an equatio-
nal elaso of algebras with at most n-ary operation© having a 
©mall codense subcategory B • Then (X) hold© (a full subca-
tegory on object© U(B)u4nl la codense in Ens). Partioa-
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larly, no equational class of algebras with finitary opera-
tions has a codense subcategory consisting of finite algebras. 
Proof. Since P is faithful and has a right adjoint 0 , 
following the dual of 1.3 It suffices to show that € n } right 
P-generates Ens . Let f: Pa —-* Pb be a homomorphism such 
that for any map h: b — > n there Is a map h'* a—*» n with 
P(h)f - P(h') . In order to show that f - P(f') we have to 
prove that U(f )(x) e b for any x e a • Since C has at most 
n-ary operations, there is y c UPn and g: n — * b such that 
UP(g)(y) • U(f)(x) • Let g m g2gi be an epi-mono factoriza-
tion of g , where g^i n— * > k , and g^: k—> n be the right 
inverse to g-. • It holds that g~, * hg2 for some h: b —*» n 
and thas g-ĵ  » 818381 * 81^82% * g l n g * W e ge* OT<8i)(y) • 
» UP(g1hg)(y) « U(*(g1h)f)(x) « UP(g1h
,)(x)€ k . Hence 
U(f)(x) « 0P(g2g1)(y)c b . 
The example of the category of compact Hausdorff spaces, 
which has a small codense subcategory (see [5]), shows that the 
assumption that C has only a set of operations is substantial. 
§ 2. Extensions of full and faithful functors. Let M , C 
and A be categories and K: If—> C and T: M— * > A fall 
and faithful functors. We shall set the construction of a func-
tor L : C — > A from £113 into its proper context. Namely, 
we shall show that L* is a left Kan extension of f along 
K computed, instead of in A , in an appropriate full reflec-
tive subcategory A<j, of A containing T(M) . Let A-, be a 
full subcategory of A determined by all a 6 A such that 
for any pair f , g of parallel morphisms with the domain in 
T(M) and the codomain a there is a morphism h with the 
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codomain in T(M) such that hf + hg . 
2»->* Lemma. Let A be eitremally co-well powered and 
have coequalizers and cointersections of extremal epimorphisms. 
Then A,- Is a reflective subcategory of A • 
Proof. Given a e A , we construct a system -i a^, I of 
objects of A indexed by ordinal numbers and morphisms t* ^ % 
i fi/5—» a^ for each /S < co such that f ^ f ^
 m *r><*< • 
in which aQ • a and -̂ |0t+<1 * a^ *
 moc+4 is a o0*11*6*" 
section of all coequalizers of parallel pairs of morphisms f, 
g with the domain in T(M) such that hf « hg for any h 
with the codomain in T(lf). Partner, each a^ indexed by a li-
mit number is a cointerseetion of all fQ - , where /3 < oo , 
with f^)0& as components of a colimit cone. This system is 
a right multistriet analysis in the sense of Isbell ill and 
following 2*3 of C 73 any t» # is an extremal epimorphism. 
Since A is eitremally co-well-powered, this construction stops 
at an ordinal qf and f0 #> is a desired reflection from a 
into Am . Namely, having a morphism t from a into Am we 
construct a unique k with t • kt0 #, by an induction becau-
se tf • tg for any morphisms f , g from the construction* 
In fact, this proof is made by a technique used in the 
proof of Theorem 2*4 in C7]» How, whenever LanK T exists it 
is preserved by the reflector P: A —»• Am f P -kan-j. T « 
* Lang (PT) . In the cruoial case of K being dense P. Lan-gT « 
• L^ because Laiw T is right M-full by L133 1.9 and \.l. 
In what follows, we shall need Theorem 1.11 from 113] assert-
ing that L* is full and faithful whenever E is dense and 
codense. As it is quoted in the introduction, L8] contains a 
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result concerning extensions of fall embeddings from a dense 
and codense subcategory. This result is baaed on Theorem 3*2 
from 16]. On the other hand, we ean state a result of the 
kind of this Theorem 3*2 if we suppose in oar situation that 
jjop uOp 
M is small, C - Ens and K: M —*. Ens ifl the Yoneda 
embedding. Then K la dense and L-f exists provided that A 
is cocomplete and extremally co-well powered. If P: M ° P — * 
— > Ens ifl a functor such that L* is fall and faithful on 
a fall subcategory determined by K(M) u -C P $ 9 then PHI -= 
9- Ens* (M(-9m)9P)s* A(Ta9L*(P)) because of the Yoneda 
Lemma and fall- and faithfulness of L* . Hence 
P 3- A(T-,L^ (P)) 9 i.e. P is representable in A • If P 
is reflect ire (see L53), then K(M) is also cod ens e in the 
fall subcategory with objects K(M) u 4 P } (see C51 1.8) and 
by C133 Th. 1*11 and the preceding computation P la repre-
sentable in A 9 which is the announced result of a kind of 
3.2 of 163. Partner9 If P io a aabfonotor of a product of 
representable fane tor a, then K(M) oogenerates the category 
obtained by the joining of P and by [11] Prop. 3 P Is re-
presentable in A if and only if A(T-fL^ (P)) is Its re-
presentation. 
In tl53# [12] and Cl3] there are developed some techni-
ques of extensions of fall and faithful functors from a left 
and right U-generating subcategory of a category endowed 
with a faithful functor U into £no • It Is possible to 
replace the category of sets by a category I . It permits 
00 to dualize some considerations from [12] and [133 (taking 
X m Enoop) . Since these results are rather technical and we 
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shall not need them, we do not state them. Bat it deserves to 
mention the following special ease of Theorem 3*5 from [131* 
2*2. Remarks Let C be a category, Us C—-> Ens a 
faithful functor having a right adjoint R and M a full sub-
category of C . Denote by tf x (U-,-) tt (-,R-) the adjunction 
isomorphism and by e s U R — » 1 the coanit of the adjunction. 
Let m e M , e « C - M and g: m —*» e be a morphiem of C • 
Suppose that there is a set x such that oard x 2 
£ Bin 4 oard Urn,2} and Rx a M • Then a) and b) from Theorem 
3*5 of 1133 are satisfied for n » Rx and h 0 • 9 (k) , where 
k: Uc — > x induces a monic on the image of U(g) • Indeed: 
a) Let y € Un - U(hQg)(Um) « Choose s ' » 1^ and s: Rx—»> 
— * Rx sttoh that ^~*(s) equals to e x on URx - ij} and 
?-*<•)(y) + ex(y) . It holds exU(s)(y) - gr
1(s)(y) and 
thus U(fl)(y)+ y . Further, g>~HBhQg) - 9>-^(s)U(h0g) -
• £xU(h0g) • yT (h0g) and therefore shQg » h0g . 
b) Let m'e M and hs e — * m'. Since k » *>J3l*0) t U(hQ) 
induces a monic on the image of U(g) ad thus there Is a map 
r such that rU(hQg) « U(hg) . Evidently, i ks Urn —*> x J is 
a mono-source and therefore •fUcp(k)} is a mono-source. Since 
gr1(g> (k)hg) - kU(hg) - krU(h0g) - y"* (9 (kr)h0g) f we have 
9 (k)hg - y (kr)h0g and so i U(t) / ts m'---* n , thg - t'h0g 
for a t'* n—*- n} Is a mono-source. 
8 3» Binding categories. Let C be a category of algeb-
ras with two unary operations. Let M be a full subcategory 
of C described in 1.5* 
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3*1- Theorem. Let (M) hold and A be a oocomplete 
and extremally co-well powered category, or complete and ex-
tremally well-powered resp., such that M is equivalent to a 
fall subcategory of A • Then any concrete category is equiva-
lent to a fall subcategory of A . 
Proof follows from 1.5, 1.11 of [131 and from the results 
of Hedrlin, Kuoera and Pultr quoted in the introduction. 
We can weaken completeness properties of A talcing a mo-
re complicated small category M • 
3*2* Theorem. Let (M) hold and b be a regular infi-r 
nite cardinal number. Then there is a small category M^ such 
that any concrete category is equivalent to a full subcategory 
of an arbitrary extremally co-well powered category having b-
filtered colimits, coqqualizers and cointersections of extre-
mal epimorphisms, or extremally well-powered monomorphisms 
resp., which has a full subcategory equivalent with M^ . 
Proof: Let C be a full subcategory of C consisting 
of R(p) and of all algebras from C without one-element sub-
algebras and Nfe be a full subcategory of C determined by 
R(p) and by all epimorphic images of F(b). C is binding* 
which follows, for instance, from the proof of Theorem 3 of C2J. 
Since any algebra of C has a homomorphism into R(p) , R(p) 
contains one-element subalgebras and thus it has no homomorph-
ism into C -4R(p)} • Following tl33# 4.1 the comma cate-
gory (N^ic) is b-filtered for any c 6 C because a copro-
duet of less than b copies of F(b) is equal to F(b) and 
hence coproducts of objects of N, --iR(p)} are epimorphic 
images of F(B) . By 2.1 it follows from 1.11 of [133 that 
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a category having N. and (N.)0** as components is a desi-
red small category M^ ., 
The situation without the set axiom (M) is dealt with 
in tl53t C12) and L13.K If we want to diminish the number of 
objects of testing categories in this case from three to twof 
we can obtain the following contribution (using 3.5 of C13 3 
and 2.2). 
If a full subcategory of C on objects F(l) and 
R ( ^ 0 ) can be pseudorealized into a cocomplete category A 
endowed with a colimit compressing faithful functor into Ensf 
then any category of algebras is equivalent to a full subcate-
gory of A • 
Howeverf the author did not succeed in proving that a 
pseudorealization can be replaced by a full embedding. Concer-
ning the possibility of diminishing from two to onef we have 
the following result. 
3*3. Examples For any set S of one-object categories 
there is a complete, cocomplete, well-powered and co-well po-
wered category A which contains any category from S as a 
full subcategory but there is a small category not equivalent 
to a full subcategory of A * 
Let N be a disjoint union of categories from S . By 
Proposition 4.1 of [9] N is a generating and cogenerating 
full subcategory of a category A with requested properties* 
We shall show that A does not contain a full subcategory with 
two objects a f b such that there are at least two morphisms 
from a to a and from b to b f there is a morphism from 
a to b and there is no morphism from b to a . Since N 
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generates and cogenerates A , there are morphisms c-, — > a , 
a —>• Cp t c-j — > b and b -—** c, , where c^ c N for i » 
» 1,...,4 • Since there are no morphisms between distinct ob-
jects of N , c, s c« s c^ » Ci , However, then we have a mor-
phism from b to a , which is a contradiction. 
It remains a question there, whether all one-object ca-
tegories suffice. 
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